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We consider the asymptotic behavior of the solution of quasilinear hyperbolic
equation with linear damping
Vtt&a(Vx)x+:Vt=0, (x, t) # R_(0, ), (V)
subsequent to [K. Nishihara, J. Differential Equations 131 (1996), 171188]. In
that article, the system with damping vt&ux=0, ut+p(v)x=&:u, p$(v)<0(v>0)
was treated, and the convergence rates to the diffusion wave by [L. Hsiao and
T.-P. Liu, Comm. Math. Phys. 143 (1992), 599605 and L. Hsiao and T.-P. Liu,
Chinese Ann. Math. Ser. B 14 (1993), 465480] were improved. For initial data
(v0 , u0)(x) satisfying (v0 , u0)(\)=(v 0 , 0) and & (v0(x)&v 0) dx=0 this system
is reduced to the quasilinear hyperbolic equation with linear damping
Vtt+( p(v 0+Vx)&p(v 0))x+:Vt=0, and the decay rates &V(t)&L=O(t&12),
&Vx(t)&L=O(t&1), &Vt(t)&L=O(t&32) were obtained provided that
(V, Vt) | t=0 # (H 3_H 2) is small and in L1_L1. From these decay rates, V is
expected to behave as a solution to the parabolic equation. The aims of this paper
are to seek the asymptotic profile ,(x, t) satisfying &,(t)&L=O(t&12),
&,x(t)&L=O(t&1), &,t(t)&L=O(t&32), and to show that the solution of (V)
satisfies &(V&,)(t)&L=O(t&1), &(V&,)x (t)&L=O(t&32), &(V&,) t (t)&L=
O(t&2). The proof is based on the elementary energy method and the Green
function method for the parabolic equation.  1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we consider the Cauchy problem for quasilinear hyperbolic
equation with linear damping,
Vtt&a(Vx)x+:Vt=0, (x, t) # R_(0, ) (1.1)
V(x, 0)=V0(x), Vt(x, 0)=V1(x), (1.2)
where : is a positive constant and a( } ) is a smooth function with a$(0)>0.
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The aim is to show that the asymptotic profile of the solution V(x, t) of
(1.1) is given by the solution ,(x, t) of the Cauchy problem for the corre-
sponding parabolic equation
:,t&a$(0) ,xx=0 (1.3)
,(x, 0)=V0(x)+
1
:
V1(x), (1.4)
that is,
,(x, t)=E( } , t) V(x) \V0+1: V1+ (x)
#|

&
exp[&(x& y)24(a$(0):) t]
- 4?(a$(0):) t \V0+
1
:
V1+ dy, (1.5)
and that
&(V&,, (V&,)x , (V&,)t)(t)&L=O(t&1, t&32, t&2) (1.6)
for suitably small initial data (V0 , V1) # (H 3_H 2) & (L1_L1).
If we assume that $0 :=& (V0+(1:) V1)(x) dx{0 and that
x& [(V0+(1:) V1)( y)&$0E( y, 1)] dy is in L
1, then , is easily seen to
behave as the diffusion wave , (x, t) :=$0 E(x, t+1), i.e.,
&(,&, ), (,&, )x , (,&, ) t)(t)&L=O(t&1, t&32, t&2). (1.7)
Therefore, the solution V of the hyperbolic equation with linear damping
behaves as the diffusion wave , :
&(V&, , (V&, )x , (V&, )t)(t)&L=O(t&1, t&32, t&2). (1.8)
These results indicate that, as t  , the equation (1.1) has a parabolic
structure. Such an observation was originally done by HsiaoLiu [1] for
a system of hyperbolic conservation laws with damping
vt&ux=0
{ut+p(v)x= &:u (1.9)(v, u) | t=0=(v0 , u0)(x)  (v\ , u\), x  \,
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where p(v)>0, p$(v)<0 for v>0 and v0 , v\>0. They showed that for
v+{v& the solution (v, u) asymptotically behaves as the diffusion wave
(v , u )(x- t+1) given by
{ v t= &
1
:
p(v )xx , v (\)=v\
(1.10)
p(v )x=&:u .
For the special initial data (v0 , u0) satisfying (v0 , u0)(\) = (v 0 , 0)
(v 0 , positive constant) and & (v0(x)&v 0) dx=0, (1.9) is reduced to the
quasilinear hyperbolic equation with linear damping
{
Vtt+( p(v 0+Vx)&p(v 0))x+:Vt=0,
(1.11)
(V, Vt) | t=0=\|
x
&
(v0( y)&v 0) dy, u0+ .
In [7] the author has improved the decay rate of &D(v&v , u&u )(t)&L2,
D=(x, t), for (1.9) and (1.10) by HsiaoLiu [1, 2] and that of
&(Vx , Vt)(t)&L for (1.11) by Li [3]. More precisely, due to the Green
function of the heat equation
p$(v 0) ,xx+:,t=0,
the improved decay rate was
&(Vx , Vt)(t)&L=O(t&1, t&32) (1.12)
provided that (V0 , V1) # H 3_H 2 was suitably small and in L1_L1. This
rate seemed to be optimal and the time-asymptotic profile ,(x, t) of the
solution V(x, t) was expected to be a solution of the heat equation. In fact,
the estimates (1.6) and (1.8) for a general equation (1.1) prove the
optimality of (1.12) and show the profile to be a diffusion wave when
$0{0, which strengthens the diffusion phenomenon of nonlinear hyper-
bolic waves originally discovered by HsiaoLiu [1].
Investigation similar to (1.6) and (1.8) has been recently given by
Mizumachi [5] for the quasilinear hyperbolic equation of the Kirchhoff
type with damping
utt&&{u(t)&2L2(Rn) 2u+:ut=0, (x, t) # Rn_(0, )
(for the Kirchhoff type equation, see also NishiharaOno [8] and the
references therein).
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The proof of (1.6) is given by the elementary L2-energy method and the
Green function method. In the next section, following [7], we estimate the
solution V of (1.1), (1.2) in the L2-framework. In Sec. 3 we reformulate our
problem to that of the perturbation v=V&, and prove (1.6) employing
the Green function of (1.4). In Sec. 4, the relation of ,, , , and V will be
discussed.
Notations. We denote several positive constants depending on a, b, ...
by Ca, b, ... or only by C to avoid confusion. For function spaces, L p=L p(R)
(1p) is a usual Lebesgue space with the norm
& f &Lp=\|R | f (x)| p dx+
1p
, 1p< and & f &L=sup
R
| f (x)|.
The integrand R will be often abbreviated. In L2, by ( } , } ) we denote the
inner-product in L2. Denote H l (l0) by the usual l th order Sobolev
space with its norm
& f &l=\ :
l
j=0
& jx f &2+
12
, & }&=& }&0=& }&L2 .
2. L2-ESTIMATES
We first consider the Cauchy problem
Vtt&a(Vx)x+Vt=0, (x, t) # R_(0, ) (2.1)
V(x, 0)=V0(x), Vt(x, 0)=V1(x) (2.2)
in the L2-framework. Here we put :=1 without loss of generality. Let us
assume
(V0 , V1) # H 3_H 2. (2.3)
Then we have a time-local solution V of (2.1), (2.2) in the space X3(0, T0)
for some T0>0, where
Xm(0, T )={y; 
i
ti
y # C([0, T]; H m&i), i=0, 1, ..., m=
(see Nishida [6], Matsumura [4] and references therein). Therefore, we
devote ourselves to estimates of the solution V in X3(0, T ).
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As in [7], linearize (2.1) around V=0,
Vtt&a$(0) Vxx+Vt=Fx , (2.4)
F(Vx)=a(Vx)&a(0)&a$(0) Vx , (2.5)
and define N(T )(1) by
N(T )= sup
0<t<T { :
3
k=0
(1+t)k &kxV(t)&2+ :
2
k=0
(1+t)k+2 &kxVt(t)&2
+ :
1
k=0
(1+t)k+4 &kxVtt(t)&
2+(1+t)5 &Vttt&2= (2.6)
Multiplying (2.4) by Vt and Vt+ 12V and integrating the resultant equa-
tions over R, respectively, we have
1
2
d
dt
[&Vt(t)&2+a$(0) &Vx(t)&2]+&Vt(t)&2
= &
d
dt |R |
Vx
0
F(s) ds dx, (2.7)
1
2
d
dt
[&V(t)&2+(Vt(t), V(t)) +&Vt(t)&2+a$(0) &Vx(t)&2]
+
1
2
&Vt(t)&2+
a$(0)
2
&Vx(t)&2
= &
d
dt |R |
Vx
0
F(s) ds dx&
1
2 |R F(Vx) Vx dx. (2.8)
Hence, if N(T )= for suitably small positive constant =, then we have
&V(t)&21+&Vt(t)&
2+|
t
0
(&Vx({)&2+&Vt({)&2) d{
C(&V0&21+&V1&
2) (2.9)
by the integration of (2.8) over (0, t). Using (2.9) and integrating
(1+t)_(2.7) over (0, t), we have
(1+t)(&Vx(t)&2+&Vt(t)&2)+|
t
0
(1+{) &Vt({)&2 d{
C(&V0&21+&V1&
2). (2.10)
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In a fashion similar to that above, the calculations of (1+t) i (&1)k
2kx (Vt+
1
2V)_(2.4), k=1, 2, i=0, ..., k, and (1+t)
k+1 (&1)k 2kx Vt_(2.4),
k=1, 2, inductively give the estimates
(1+t)(&Vx(t)&21+&Vxt(t)&
2+|
t
0
(1+{)(&Vxx({)&2+&Vxt({)&2) d{
C(&V0&22+&V1&
2
1) (2.11)
(1+t)2 (&Vxx(t)&2+&Vxt(t)&2)+|
t
0
(1+{)2 &Vxt({)&2 d{
C(&V0&22+&V1&
2
1) (2.12)
and
(1+t)2 (&Vxx(t)&21+&Vxxt(t)&
2)+|
t
0
(1+{)2 (&Vxxx({)&2+&Vxxt({)&2) d{
C(&V0 &23+&V1&
2
2), (2.13)
(1+t)3 (&Vxxx(t)&2+&Vxxt(t)&2)+|
t
0
(1+{)3 &Vxxt({)&2 d{
C(&V0 &23+&V1&
2
2). (2.14)
Differentiating (2.4) in t, we have
Vttt&a$(0) Vxxt+Vtt=Ftx=[(a$(Vx)&a$(0)) Vxt]x . (2.15)
Multiplying (2.15) by (1+t)i (&1)k 2kx (Vt+
1
2 V ), k=0, 1, i=0, ..., k+1,
and (1+t)k+3 (&1)k 2kx Vt , k=0, 1, and using (2.9)(2.14) and the defini-
tion of N(T ), we have
(1+t)2 (&Vt(t)&21+&Vtt(t)&2)+|
t
0
(1+{)2 (&Vxt({)&2+&Vtt({)&2) d{
C(&V0&22+&V1 &21) (2.16)
(1+t)3 (&Vxt(t)&2+&Vtt(t)&2)+|
t
0
(1+{)3 &Vtt({)&2 d{
C(&V0&22+&V1 &
2
1) (2.17)
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and
(1+t)3 (&Vxt(t)&21+&Vxtt(t)&
2)+|
t
0
(1+{)3 (&Vxxt({)&2+&Vxtt({)&2) d{
C(&V0&23+&V1&
2
2) (2.18)
(1+t)4 (&Vxxt(t)&2+&Vxtt(t)&2)+|
t
0
(1+{)4 &Vxtt({)&2 d{
C(&V0&23+&V1&22). (2.19)
Finally, differentiate (2.15) in t once more:
Vtttt&a$(0) Vxxtt+Vttt=Fttx . (2.20)
Multiply (2.20) by (1+t) i (Vttt+ 12Vtt), i=0, ..., 4, and (1+t)
5 Vttt to
obtain
(1+t)4 (&Vtt(t)&21+&Vttt(t)&2)+|
t
0
(1+{)4 (&Vxtt({)&2+&Vttt({)&2) d{
C(&V0&23+&V1&
2
2) (2.21)
(1+t)5 (&Vxtt(t)&2+&Vttt(t)&2)+|
t
0
(1+{)5 &Vttt({)&2 d{
C(&V0&23+&V1&
2
2). (2.22)
Thus, we have obtained the following theorem.
Theorem 1. Suppose that (V0 , V1) # H 3_H 2 is suitably small. Then, the
Cauchy problem (2.1), (2.2) has a unique global solution V # C([0, ); H 3),
which satisfies
&kxV(t)&=O(t
&k2), k=0, 1, 2, 3
&kxVt(t)&=O(t
&(k+2)2), k=0, 1, 2
&kxVtt(t)&=O(t
&(k+4)2), k=0, 1
&Vttt(t)&=O(t&52).
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3. REFORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM
AND L-ESTIMATES
We assume (V0 , V1) # L1_L1 in addition to (V0 , V1) # H 3_H 2, and
define the time-asymptotic profile ,=,(x, t) by (1.3), (1.4), or (1.5) with
:=1. Then, the perturbation v :=V&, satisfies
vt&a$(0) vxx=&Vtt+Fx , (3.1)
with v(x, 0)=&V1 . Hence, v is given by
v(x, t)=|

&
E(x& y, t)(&V1( y)) dy
+|
t
0
|

&
E(x& y, t&{)(&Vtt( y, {)+Fx( y, {)) dy d{, (3.2)
where
E(x, t)=
1
- 4?a$(0) t
exp {& x
2
4a$(0) t= . (3.3)
By the integration by parts in {,
&|
t2
0
|

&
E(x& y, t&{) Vtt( y, {) dy d{
=&|

&
E(x& y, t&{) Vt( y, {) dy | {=t2{=0
&|
t2
0
|

&
Et(x& y, t&{) Vt( y, {) dy d{
=|

&
(E(x& y, t) V1( y)&E(x& y, t2) Vt( y, t2)) dy
&|
t2
0
|

&
Et(x& y, t&{) Vt( y, {) dy d{.
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Hence, (3.2) is rewritten as
v(x, t)=&|

&
E(x& y, t2) Vt( y, t2) dy
&|
t2
0
|

&
Et(x& y, t&{) Vt( y, {) dy d{
&|
t
t2
|

&
E(x& y, t&{) Vtt( y, {) dy d{
+\|
t2
0
+|
t
t2+ |

&
E(x& y, t&{) Fx( y, {) dy d{
:=I+II+III+(IV1+IV2). (3.4)
We note that the term from the initial date is eliminated by the choice of
the initial data of ,. Each term in the right-hand side of (3.4) is estimated
as
|I|&E( } , t2)& &Vt(t2)&C(1+t)&14&1
|II|C |
t2
0
&Et( } , t&{)& &Vt({)& d{
Ct&54 |
t2
0
(1+{)&1 d{=Ct&54 log(1+t)
|III|C |
t
t2
&E( } , t&{)& &Vtt({)& d{
C(1+t)&2 |
t
t2
(t&{)&14 d{C(1+t)&54
|IV1 |C |
t2
0
| |Ex(x& y, t&{)| |Vx( y, {)|2 dy d{
C |
t2
0
(t&{)&1 &Vx({)&2 d{Ct&1
|IV2 |C |
t
t2
| |E(x& y, t&{)| |VxVxx | ( y) dy d{
C |
t
t2
&E( } , t&{)& &Vx({)&12 &Vxx({)&32 d{
C |
t
t2
(t&{)&14 (1+{)&14&32 d{C(1+t)&1.
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Therefore, we have just obtained
sup
R
|v(x, t)|=O(t&1). (3.5)
From (3.4),
vx(x, t)=&| Ex(x& y, t2) Vt( y, t2) dy
&|
t2
0
| Ext(x& y, t&{) Vt( y, {) dy d{
&|
t
t2
| E(x& y, t&{) Vxtt( y, {) dy d{
+\|
t2
0
+|
t
t2+ | Exx(x& y, t&{) F( y, {) dy d{, (3.6)
and hence
sup
R
|vx(x, t)|=O(t&32) (3.7)
is easily obtained.
Finally, from (3.4) and the integration by parts in {,
vt(x, t)
=&| Et(x& y, t2) Vt( y, t2) dy
+| E(x& y, t2)(&Vtt( y, t2)+Fx( y, t2)) dy
+|
t2
0
| [Ett(x& y, t&{)(&Vt( y, {))+Ext(x& y, t&{) F( y, {)] dy d{
+|
t
t2
| E(x& y, t&{)[&Vttt( y, {)+Fxt( y, {)] dy d{. (3.8)
In a fashion similar to the estimates of (3.4), we have
sup
R
|vt(x, t)|=O(t&2). (3.9)
Thus, we have obtained our main theorem.
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Theorem 2. Suppose that (V0 , V1) # H 3_H 2 is suitably small, and that
(V0 , V1) is in L1_L1 and ,(x, t) is defined by (1.3), (1.4). Then, the solution
V of (1.1), (1.2) obtained in Theorem 1 satisfies (1.6).
4. ASYMPTOTICS TO THE DIFFUSION WAVE
The solution , of
,t&a$(0) ,xx=0 (4.1)
,(x, 0)=(V0+V1)(x) (4.2)
is given by
,(x, t)=E( } , t) V(x) (V0+V1)(x). (4.3)
When $0 :=& (V0+V1)(x) dx{0, we call , (x, t) :=$0E(x, t+1) the
diffusion wave with the amount $0 . Since ,&, satisfies
(,&, )t&a$(0)(,&, )xx=0
(,&, ) | t=0=(V0+V1)(x)&$0 E(x, 1),
the following lemma is easily shown.
Lemma 4.1. If x& [(V0+V1)( y)&$0 E( y, 1)] dy is in L
1, then it holds
that
&(,&, , (,&, )x , (,&, )t)(t)&L=O(t&1, t&32, t&2).
Therefore, combining Lemma 4.1 with Theorem 2, we have obtained the
asymptotic profile , of V when $0{0.
Theorem 3. If the initial data (V0 , V1) in Theorem 2 satisfies
x& [(V0+V1)( y)&$0E( y, 1)] dy # L
1, then the solution V of (1.1), (1.2)
obtained in Theorem 2 satisfies (1.8).
When $0=0 and V0 , V1{0, if W0(x) :=x& (V0+V1)( y) dy is in L
1
and x& (W0( y)&20E( y, 1)) dy # L
1 with 20 :=& W0(x) dx{0, then
the solution , of (4.1), (4.2) behaves as 8 x(x, t) :=20Ex(x, t+1) and
satisfies
&(,&8 x)(t)&L=O(t&32).
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Because ,(x, t) is given by 8x(x, t), where 8(x, t) is a solution of
8t&a$(0) 8xx=0, 8 | t=0=W0(x),
and 8&8 satisfies
(8&8 )t&a$(0)(8&8 )xx=0
(8&8 ) | t=0=W0(x)&20 E(x, 1).
Therefore, when $0=0, from Theorem 2 we cannot know the asymptotic
profile of V, but we do know the decay rates are faster than the results in
[7].
Theorem 4. The solution V of (1.1), (1.2) obtained in Theorem 2
satisfies
&(V, Vx , Vt)(t)&L=O(t&1, t&32, t&2)
provided that & (V0+V1)(x) dx=0.
In our method it is important to estimate the right-hand terms in (3.4),
(3.6), and (3.8), due to the estimates in Theorem 1. However, it seems dif-
ficult to improve (3.5), (3.7), and (3.9). It seems unable to improve the
estimate of, for example, the term IV1 in (3.4). Hence, we can conjecture
that the solution V decays faster when & (V0+V1)(x) dx=0, especially
when V0#&V1{0, but we do not know how fast it decays or how it
behaves as t tends to infinity.
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